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Introduction: In the article the author introduce and prove the additional axiom of 
measure of risk. She checks, by the method of mathematical proving, which from 
the well-known functions of risk fulfill this additional axiom. This proofs will be 
conducted for functions such as:  Value at Risk, Expected Shortfall, Median, Abso-
lute Median Deviation, Maximum , Maximum Loss, Half Range, and Arithmetic 
Average. In other words the purpose of the paper is studying  which from the above 
functions fulfill the additional axiom of measure of risk, which can enrich the 
Arzner’s and other axioms. This axiom is not a consequence of the Arzner’s and 
other axioms. Furthermore the author researches mathematically if mentioned func-
tions of risk retain properties after replacing the stochastic order with partial order. 
At the end the author presents the new measure of risk which fulfill all the axioms 
of measure of risk and the additional axiom.   
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1. Introduction 
The important step in the process of risk management is risk measuring, which let 
on the control and monitoring of risk.  The importance of this step results from the 
exposure of the trader on the results of random events. In this article the author will 
concentrate on well- known and popular in practice and science measures of risk. 
She  will takes into consideration also some new measures of risk. She will check 
the property of monotonicity of this  different risk measures for the new definition 
of random variable order, which is mathematically partial order. This proofs will be 
conducted for  functions such as:  Value at Risk, Expected Shortfall, Median, 
Absolute  Median Deviation, Maximum Loss, Half Range, Maximum,  and 
Arithmetical Average. The purpose of the paper is also  studying which from the 
above functions fulfill the additional axiom of measure of risk, which can enrich 
the Artzner’s and other axioms. This survey unable enlargement of risk 
measurement theory, and its new application.  
2.Methods 
At the beginning the author  will present the definition of  measure of risk 
Definition  (Risk Measure) 
Measure of risk is a function which maps the elements of some linear subspace V 
of some random variables space on ( ,  F, P), which contains the constants in real 
variables space.   
,: RV 
 
It fulfills the following axioms  
1) monotonicity 
for every VYX , ,  if  YX   then , ).()( YX    
It means that if the portfolio X generates losses with a smaller probability then the 
risk joined with this portfolio is smaller.  
2) invariance :  For every  Ra   and for every  VX    
 Autor 
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    .aXaX    
 
This axiom may be interpreted such that when we add some money to the portfolio 
with value the risk joined with this portfolio is rising, because we may invest more 
money and lost more.  As the values of risk measures are real we can compare 
them and order them if they fulfill the above axioms [Arzner and others,  1997].  
 
Def.(Coherent measure) 
The measure of risk is coherent if it fulfill the conditions:  
 
3) Positive homogeneousness 
For every   0  and for every   VX   the truth is that  
   .XX     
This axiom may denote that multiplying the quantity of investment causes the risk 
increases proportionally.   The example may be  the leverage effect in stock market 
investing.  
4) subadditivity 
For every YYX , there exists the relation: 
     .YXYX    
In well diversified portfolio the total risk of a loss value is not bigger than the risk 
of its individual loss  values.  The rules of coherence let on the consequence in risk 
assessment. [Artzner and others, 1997] , [Uniejewski, 2004].  We will sum up the 
information about risk measures researched in this article. The Value of Risk is the 
biggest value that can be lost as a result of investing in portfolio with a given time 
horizon and with a given tolerance level [Best,  2000]. VaR is defined as a loss 
which can’t be overran or achieved.  It is very popular and universal. It is used by 
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banks, investment funds, pension  funds, investment homes… There exists some 
modifications of this measure.  There are RiskMetrics, CFaR, EaR. There exists  
two alternative models of VaR.  Jajuga [Jajuga,  2000]  defined VaR as a special 
quantile  
   10 VaRWWP  
W – a market value at the end of the considering period,  0W  - a market value in a 
given moment  - a tolerance level. In this article we will connect to another writ-
ten definition of VaR  
   xFRx :inf . 
On the base of VaR  Expected Shortfall was created, which is also named the con-
ditional value of risk, and denoted as  CVaR  or TVAR. ES assess the value of risk 
in classical way focusing on external results.  It is clear that the expected loss on 
the portfolio may be equal or higher than some qaintile.  Usually one assumes  to 
the calculations of ES  - 5%  level of confidence. Formally  Expected Shortfall may 







 dXVaRES   
and in a discrete case as follow:  




xXPxXEES xX    
Expected Shortfall [see Trzpiot G.,  2004 i Acerbi C., Tasche  D.,  2002], may be 
interpreted as the mean of the worst )1(  % losses on condition  that this losses 
are bigger then value of risk. Other considered in this article measures are plain and 
doesn’t demand commentary, such us ML, Maximum, Median, Median Absolute 
Deviation in continuous and discrete case. In this article we will take into consider-






Definition (Standard definition of stochastic order of n degree )  
If the variable   X  dominates stochastically the variable Y, what can be written  
YX  , then    
For n=0 
   xFyF xy   












It means that with variable Y is joined bigger risk then the risk with the variable X.  
As some measures of risk don’t include probability we can define the order rela-
tions without considering probability.  
 
Weak order partial order is the relation reflexive, transitive and anti-simetric. In 
this way we will define the relation of the order on stochastic variables.   
 










In the paper the author  will analyze mathematically which from the functions of 
measure are monotonic with this definition of order on random variables. The au-
thor will check which from the risk measures fulfill the additional axiom from the 
paper not published yet of the author. X and Y are risk variables. They may have 
two different interpretations as the value of the portfolio and also the value of its 
part. The axiom is the following:  
 
Axiom  
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From any risk variables named   X  and  Y  
     XYXYYX   /  
This axiom may be interpreter that if the portfolio  variable X is smaller  than big-
ger portfolio variable  Y then the risk joined in the variable Y after removing the 
variable X is equal the risk of Y  minus the risk of X. The author claims that the 
above axiom is not an obvious  consequence of axioms of risk measure and coher-
ence. It is a modification of the one of the basic characteristics of measure resulting 
from the axioms of mathematical measure.  The author will check which from the 
functions of risk fulfill the additional axiom. Thanks to this new  axiom is possible 
to accurately calculate the risk of a difference of two random variables. This axiom 
is stronger than the axiom of subbaditivity and is not an obvious consequence of 
the axioms of subbaditivity  and homogeneousness.  The risk of difference may be 
helpful when we reduce the portfolio. For example a bank or an insurance company 
in the portfolio of loans or insurance policies eliminates the risk through securitiza-
tion or  reinsurance. These companies are interested in risk assessment of the in-
vestment portfolio after such reduction. 
This axiom has one meaning. The left side may be only partial order. For stochastic 
order the author suggests the following axiom 
     XYXYXY   /  
If the probability of crossing the loss limit is higher for portfolio variables Y then  
for variables X, then the  risk of the portfolio after reduction should be calculated 
as risk Y minus risk of X.  
 
In the counterexamples bellow  she will use the following formula for  probability 
of a difference: 
).()()( YXPXPYXP   
1. Mathematical proofs 
At first the author analyze the most popular function of risk.  






Let’s define the probability distribution of random variable.   Suppose that 
YX   
 
Table 1.  The distribution of random variable  
iy  4 7 ix  2 3 
iy
p  1/2 1/2 ixp  1/2 1/2 
ji xy   
1 2 4 5 
ji
p
 1/4 1/4 1/4 1/4 
 Source: Own example 
    









So      ./ XYXY    
For second the author considers expected value 
 Expected Value 
Counterexample 
We notice that YX   
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ji   

 
So the expected value  fulfill the additional axiom.  
 Absolute Median Deviation 
Counterexample 








1/2 1/2 ixp  1/2 1/2 
ii xy   1 2 3 
ip  1/4 2/4 1/4 
Source: Own example 
    







    
  










In the paper titled “About the fundamentals of measures of risk” the author proved 
that Median is a coherent measure of risk, when we define a sum of random varia-








Table 4. The distribution of random variable 
iy  




1/2 1/2 ixp  1/3 1/3 1/3 
ji xy   0,5 1 2 2,5 3 4 
Source: Own example 
3)(5)(25,2)(  XMedYMedXYMed . So 
     ./ XYXY    
The median doesn’t fulfill the additional axiom.  
 Maximum 
Counterexample 
Table 5. The distribution of random variable 




1/2 1/2 ixp  1/2 1/2 
Source: Own example 
  
   
 
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We will analyze ML as a well- known measure of risk, presented for example in 
the paper of Czerniak from 2003.  
 iii xpML max  
Counterexample * 









p  1/2 1/2 ixp  1/2 1/2 
ji xy   
1 2 4 5 
ji
p
 1/4 1/4 1/4 1/4 





















So     )(XYXY    
Alternatively from the condition of independence of random variables:       












 Half Range 









)23(5,0)47(5,0  XY  . 
So  
  XY    .XY    
At the end the author will check which of the above functions of risk are still mon-
otonic after changing stochastic order on partial order 
   )(:inf xFxVaR  
Let’s assume that ii
x
yxYX   
So  
     )(:inf)(:inf yFyxFx    .YX    
 Expected Value 
Let’s assume that 
ii
x
yxYX   .  
Counterexample 
Table 7. The distribution of random variable 
ix  1 2 3 iy  
1 4 4,5 
ix
p  1/3 1/3 1/3 
iy
p  0,8 0,1 0,1 
Source: Own example 





i    65,1,2 .  
 Absolute Median Deviation 
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Counterexample 
Table 8. The distribution of random variable 
iy  1 1,2 1,3 ix  0 0,5 1 
yip  1/3 1/3 1/3 xip  1/3 1/3 1/3 
Source: Own example 
   XMedXMed 0,5      ,   .1,0 YMedYMed   
So  
   YMedYMedXMedXMed   So    YX   .  
 Median(X) 
 .)( YMedXMedyxYX ii
i
  So    .YX    
 Maximum 
 .)( YMaxXMaxyxYX ii
i
  So    .YX    










Table 9. The distribution of random variable 
ix  
1 2 3 




1/3 1/3 1/3 
iy
p  0,8 0,1 0,1 
Source: Own example 
So    .XY    
The author conducts the proof  for Half Range which is not a coherent measure of 
risk.  
 Half Range 
Counterexample 
Table 10. The distribution of random variable 
ix  1 2 3 iy  3 4 4,5 
ix
p  1/3 1/3 1/3 iy
p  0,8 0,1 0,1 
Source: Own example 
  15,0 minmax  XXyxYX ii
i
, 0,5 75,0)( minmax YY .  So 
   .XY    
 Arithmetic Average 













The author will prove that Arithmetic Average fulfills axioms of coherent measure 
of risk and the additional axiom 
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 Arithmetic Mean 




















ji   
 
The author will prove that the Arithmetic Mean is a coherent measure of risk 
o monotonicity  
   xFyFYX 21  .   
So 








i   
 
o homogenousness 
From the properties of number series the author conclude: 








i   
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. 
o strong subadditivity 
From the properties of number series the author conclude: 




















ji   
 
o invariance 
From the properties of number series the author conclude: 



















i   








In the survey the author proved that functions of risk such like VaR, , Median 
Absolute Deviation, Median, Maximum , Maximum Loss and Half Range don’t 
fulfill the additional axiom of measure of risk. When the author takes into consid-
eration the partial order as the order on random variables it occurs that VaR, Medi-
an, Maximum and Arithmetic Mean are monotonic and E(X), Absolute Median 
Deviation, Maximum Loss and Half Range are not monotonic. The example of  
coherent measures of risk which is monotonic with partial order and fulfills the 
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